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Physical theraPy can helP

Ease Back Pain
WHEN YOU’RE COPING WITH 
LOW BACK PAIN, staying active may  
be the last thing you feel like doing.  
But according to a recent study, heading 
straight to physical therapy when back pain 
hits can both speed healing and reduce 
costly treatments in the long run. 

Active treAtments  
Bring Better results
The study looked at 750,000 patients 
between the ages of 18 and 60 who  
experienced a new episode of low back 
pain. Out of those participants, 17,000 
received early physical therapy within two 
weeks of their initial doctor’s visit. After 
two years, those patients were less likely  
to have undergone surgery, advanced 
imaging, or spinal injections for their pain. 
In addition, their care cost 60 percent less, 
compared with those who underwent 
physical therapy later or not at all. 

Why is physical therapy so effective? 
For one thing, it can increase f lexibility, 
mobility, and posture—allowing patients 
to heal and return to daily activities more 
quickly than those who use rest alone to 
recover. Physical therapists can offer tools 
and techniques to help you remain active 
without making pain worse. What’s more, 
physical therapy can boost your mood and 
help you remain confident and hopeful 
during treatment.

tips for A pAin-free BAck
Physical therapy isn’t the only way to  
take care of your back. The following  
steps can ease back pain after it occurs,  
or prevent it from happening:
•	 Lift	with	your	legs. Whether you’re 
picking up a child or pumping iron at  
the gym, keep your back straight. Lift 
heavy items by putting stress on your hips 
and legs and avoid bending over the object.

•	 Eat	a	healthy	diet.	Additional  
weight can cause strain on your lower 
back. To keep weight in check, limit  
portion sizes. Keep vertebrae and other 
bones strong by eating foods full of  
vitamin D and calcium, such as leafy  
green vegetables or fortified orange juice.
•	 Exercise	regularly.	Go beyond  
strengthening and stretching moves and  
try aerobic workouts to keep you from  
putting on extra pounds. This reduces  
the pressure on your back. If you’ve  
experienced back pain before, ask your 
doctor or physical therapist about the  
best routine for you. 
•	 Stand	up	straight. By reducing  
the curve in your spine, your back can  
better support your weight. Maintain  
good posture while sitting, too. 

(health bits)
To help you cope with 
depression, the American 

Psychological Association suggests 

you reread favorite books or watch 

movies you enjoyed in the past to get 

back in touch with your happier self. 

Pulling out your journals or photos can 

also help you recall past achievements 

and obstacles you managed to 

overcome. 

Serve your kids these good-for-
them desserts, suggested by the Academy 

of Nutrition and Dietetics: Layer berries and 

fruit with yogurt and whole-grain cereal, then 

sprinkle with mini chocolate chips. Briefly 

heat peanut butter in the microwave and 

spread on a toasted whole-grain waffle, then 

top with sliced strawberries or bananas. Slice 

and grill or broil a banana or peach, then 

sprinkle with cinnamon, toasted almonds or 

pecans, and crushed bran flakes.



WaYs To 

Quit soda
The flavOr. The sweeTness. The 

fizz. every day, nearly one in five 
americans cracks open a can or pours a 
cup in search of a soda fix. The allure of 
soda pop can seem so strong that many 
people have a hard time giving it up.

This love of sugary, carbonated bever-
ages comes at a price. each slurp boosts 
your risk for obesity, diabetes, heart dis-
ease, and other chronic health conditions. 
One recent study published in the Ameri-
can Journal of Public Health even found that 
soda speeds cell aging. This can increase 
your risk for heart disease, diabetes, and 
some cancers. 

now you know the danger. but how, 
exactly, can you step away from soda—
for good? Try these strategies the next 
time a soda craving strikes:

1
Make a smart swap. replac-
ing just one sweetened soda per 
day with water, plain tea, or 
unsweetened coffee can reduce 

your risk for diabetes by up to one-
fourth. find water too boring? Try it 
sparkling, with a twist of lemon or lime, 
or f lavored with an herb like mint. 

2
Remember your why. con-
sider all the health benefits 
you’ll get from cutting back. 
each time you find yourself 

weakening, remind yourself of your 

bigger goals—a smaller waistline, a 
healthier heart, a longer life.

3
Put it off. most cravings don’t 
last that long. Tell yourself 
you’ll simply endure yours for 
just 20 minutes. by then, your 

urge to gulp may pass.

4
Move your body. go for 
a walk or exercise in short 
bursts—try a few push-ups, 
lunges, or toe touches. Physical 

activity can boost your mood, fight stress, 
and take your mind off your longings. 

5
seek support. if you’re able, 
find a buddy who also wants to 
kick the (soda) can. Or just tell 
someone you know and trust 

about your goals. call this person for a 
few encouraging words when you need 
a boost. 

6
Make a note. Keep a journal 
of the time and place your soda 
cravings crop up. you may find 
certain situations trigger your 

desire—say, lunch in the break room or 
a mid-afternoon slump. noticing these 
patterns can help you prepare to deal 
with them in the future.

(recipe)
½ cup cranberry juice, 100% 

juice blend (can also use 

pomegranate, raspberry, or 

apple juice)

1½ tsp. freshly squeezed lime 

juice, plus lime wedge for 

garnish

½ tsp. vanilla extract

Ice

½ cup seltzer water or club soda

4 to 5 fresh (about 1 tbsp.) 

cranberries 

In a large glass, measure out cranberry juice, 1 teaspoon freshly squeezed 

lime juice, and vanilla extract. Stir together with a spoon.

Pour ice into a serving glass, then pour cranberry juice mixture over ice. Mix 

in seltzer water. Drizzle remaining ½ teaspoon lime juice on top, rub lime wedge 

around rim of glass, then add lime wedge to edge of glass or put into glass. 

Place fresh cranberries in drink as garnish. Serve and drink immediately.

Note: There is a nutritional difference between seltzer water and club soda. 

If you use club soda instead of seltzer water in this recipe, you will add 25 mg of 

sodium to the drink. 

Serves one. Serving contains about 61 calories, 0 g fat, 0 g saturated fat,  
0 g trans fat, 0 mg cholesterol, 8 mg sodium, 14 g carbohydrates, 12 g sugar, 
0.1 g fiber, and 0 g protein.

Cranberry Lime Fizzyneed a 
bubble fix? 
Try this fun 

drink!
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take this inForMation 

on alcohol to Heart 
frOm The firsT siP, alcOhOl enTers 

yOur blOOdsTream and quickly travels 
through your body. depending on your age, 
gender, and health, it may stay there for two 
hours or longer, touching nearly every organ 
and system in the process. in particular, your 
heart can end up weakened as a result. The 
more (and more frequently) you drink, the 
greater the effects. learn more about exactly 
what happens to your heart when you imbibe.

the iMPact on yoUR heaRt
alcohol affects your heart in a couple ways:
• your blood pressure changes. a few 
drinks a week can actually lower your blood 
pressure. but cross the line into heavy drink-
ing, and the story changes. chronic heavy 
drinking—or even one episode of binge drink-
ing—causes the brain to release stress hormones 
that stiffen blood vessels. with less elastic vessel 
walls, your heart must work harder to pump 
blood. The pressure inside your veins and arter-
ies increases, causing hypertension.
• your heart beats irregularly. even moder-
ate drinking may boost the risk for atrial 
fibrillation, a rhythm problem that occurs 
when the heart’s top chambers can’t 
fully contract. atrial fibrillation, in 
turn, comes with quadruple the 
risk for stroke, double the risk for 
dementia, and increased odds of 
dying from any cause.

in addition, drinking too much, too often is 
also associated with higher rates of alcohol-
ism, obesity, stroke, breast cancer, suicide, and 
accidents.  

 
setting heaLthy LiMits
if you choose to drink, it’s important to take 
it easy, especially as you get older. One drink 
equals	12	ounces	of	beer,	a	4-ounce	glass	of	
wine,	or	1.5	ounces	of	80-proof	spirits.	To	avoid	
imbibing more than you realize: 
• Size	up	your	servings.	Measure	4	ounces	and	
pour it into your regular wine glass. if you’re 
a fan of mixed drinks, measure alcohol with a 
1.5-ounce	jigger	rather	than	pouring	freehand.	
•	 Stretch	out	a	drink	by	sipping	slowly.	
•	 At	parties,	pace	yourself	by	making	every	
other drink nonalcoholic. also, tell the host 
“no thank you” if he or she tries to top off your 
wine glass.  
•	 Try	not	to	drink	every	day.	

What’s yoUR 
dRinking PatteRn? 

Learn where you fall on the 

drinking spectrum with a 

questionnaire from the National 

Institute on Alcohol Abuse 

and Alcoholism’s Rethinking 

Drinking website. Visit www.
rethinkingdrinking.niaaa.nih.

gov and click on “Check your 

drinking pattern.”

1.  Congenital heart disorders 
frequently either block or 
change the heart’s blood 

flow.
	 True  False

2. Congenital heart defects 
occur during the early 
months of a baby’s 
development, before birth.

	 True  False

3. Parents of a baby with 
a severe heart defect 
may notice the following 
symptoms during infancy: 
The baby may appear 
bluish, get tired during 
feeding, and struggle for 
breath.

	 True  False

4. Most heart defects go 
away on their own.

	 True  False

ansWeRs 
1. true. Some of the most 

common defects include 

missing heart valves, 

holes in the heart, and 

narrowed heart valves. 

2. true. Sometimes the 

problem is readily 

apparent. In other chil-

dren, symptoms don’t 

appear until later. 

3. true. The baby may also 

seem unusually quiet. 

4. false. Most heart 

defects need surgery to 

correct them. However, 

some problems may get 

better on their own or 

only require medication. 

(test your savvy on 
… congenital heart 

disorder)
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Reducing your sugar intake 
is an important part of a 
heart-healthy lifestyle. As 

a first step, the American Heart 

Association recommends you 

cut back on the amount of 

sugar you add to cereal, 

pancakes, coffee, tea, and 

other things you eat or drink 

regularly. Start by adding half  

as much sugar, then wean down 

from there.

A nonprescription wart 
treatment may be enough 
to get rid of a wart. 
But the American Academy of 

Dermatology recommends you see 

a dermatologist if you suspect the 

growth isn’t a wart; it’s on your face 

or genitals; it hurts, itches, burns, 

or bleeds; or you have several of 

them. Also don’t self-treat if you 

have a weakened immune system or 

diabetes. If you have diabetes, you 

could cause lasting nerve damage if 

you cut or burn the skin on your feet.

hoW MUch do yoU knoW aBoUt sLeeP and yoUR heaLth?

 Find out by taking the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute’s 
Sleep Quiz at www.nhlbi.nih.gov. Search for “sleep quiz.” 

(health bits)

ONE IN FIVE AMERICANS 

SUFFERS FROM MENTAL 

ILLNESS, but many are managing 

their conditions and regaining control of their 

lives, according to Mental Health America. 

If you have a mental illness, playing a role 

in your treatment is key. Always be open 

with your doctor or therapist and share 

how you’re really feeling. Go to sessions 

with a list of any questions you have about 

your diagnosis and the proposed therapies. 

With diligence, you should begin to feel 

relief from your symptoms, have more 

self-assurance, and be able to make 

decisions more easily.  

 Tips to Catch Your Z’s—
and increase Job SatiSfaction

fOr mOsT Of us,  Trying 

TO “geT iT all dOne” 
means shortchanging sleep. 
in fact, research shows most 
adults in the u.s. sleep an 
average of 6.6 hours a night 
instead of the recommended 
seven to nine hours. 

it’s cruel irony, then, that 
lack of sleep makes it harder 
for us to be present—espe-
cially at work. we’re more 
easily irritated. we may gain 
weight or become depressed. 
and we’re more likely to 
make on-the-job errors.

while it may seem like 
a no-brainer that job stress 
can cause poor-quality sleep, 
recent research is showing 
the reverse to be true as well: 
Poor-quality sleep actually 
makes us feel worse about 
work. enough sleep, on the 
other hand, increases satisfac-
tion with our jobs. 

how do you get off the 
merry-go-round of work 
stress and poor sleep? here  
are a few ideas to help you 
catch your z’s and enhance 
your productivity at work  
and home:

1Plan for sleep. block 
out an uninterrupted 
seven to nine hours.

2Write a list. a lot of 
tossing and turning, 
experts say, comes from 

next-day worries. list your 
priorities, then relax knowing 
you won’t forget “that one  
last thing.”

3Learn to say “no.” 
Overcommitting 
doesn’t only make it 

harder to get to bed on time—
it can also create anxiety that 
keeps us from restful sleep.

4establish a bedtime 
routine. dim the 
lights, quiet the room, 

and skip the screens. most 
experts recommend turning 
off your phone, computer, 
tablet, and television one to 
two hours before bed. 

5avoid stimulants. 
don’t have caffeine or 
tobacco after dinner. 

6talk with your doc-
tor. if the previous 
tips don’t help, see your 

health care provider about 
your next steps.
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Supermarkets now carry a variety of 
flours. Consider these three healthy, gluten-

free choices, says the Academy of Nutrition and 

Dietetics: 1. Amaranth flour, which has a high 

level of complete protein. It is good for thickening 

sauces, gravies, and soups. 2. Soy flour, which is 

high in protein and lower in carbohydrates than 

all-purpose flour. It helps reduce fat absorption in 

frying batter or dough. 3. Brown rice flour, which 

has 2 grams of fiber in a ¼ cup. It gives corn 

bread and pound cake a grittier texture. 

Elliptical or Treadmill:
Which Machine reigns supreMe?

in one corner, you have the treadmill, 
the next best thing to running outside. in 
the other, the elliptical, with its adjustable 
resistance and smooth stride.

in the battle for king of cardio equip-
ment, which will come out ahead? let’s 
run the numbers.

safety: 1 Point eLLiPticaL
in a recent five-year study, home tread-
mills	sent	an	estimated	46,000	people	
nationwide to the emergency room (er). 
elliptical machines, meanwhile, took the 
blame for only about 3,600 er visits. To 
keep safe on either machine, limit distrac-
tions. for instance, don’t text or shuff le 
your music mid-workout.

caLoRies: 1 Point tReadMiLL
The	average	150-pound	adult	burns	
about	340	calories	in	30	minutes	on	the	
elliptical machine. The same half hour 
of moderate running, however, torches 
a	few	more—about	470.	Note:	You	can	
turn up the burn on either machine by 
swapping some steady, moderate work-
outs for high-intensity intervals. These 
sessions alternate brief bursts of hard run-
ning or pedaling with easier efforts.

Joint heaLth: 1 Point eLLiPticaL
Their low-impact nature makes elliptical 
machines better for people with arthri-
tis or other joint problems. One recent 
study found the elliptical reduces the load 
when recovering from injuries or surgery. 

however, runners with knee pain, take 
note: The elliptical may strengthen your 
hip muscles but also worsen your symp-
toms—so proceed with caution. 

fUn: 1 Point tReadMiLL 
Though some runners have nicknamed 
it the “dreadmill,” research suggests not 
everyone agrees. in a 
recent italian study, 
gymgoers rated the 
moving belt as more 
natural-feeling and 
enjoyable than the ellip-
tical alternative. 

so, call it a 
draw—or better yet, 
a split victory. People 
with joint pain or other 
injuries may be better off 
on the elliptical. mean-
while, if you’re injury-free 
and looking to maximize your 
time and motivation, consider 
the treadmill. in the end, the best 
machine for you is the one you enjoy 
enough to actually use. 

TO pREVENT TOOTH dECAy 
IN yOUR CHILdREN, the American Dental 

Association recommends you take these steps: Don’t share 

eating utensils with them and don’t clean a pacifier by putting it 

in your mouth—doing so may transfer germs that cause cavities. 

Make sure they eat healthy and drink fluoridated water. Schedule 

a child’s first dental visit for no later than age 1. Start brushing 

their teeth with fluoride toothpaste as soon as teeth start coming 

through gums. When they’re old enough to brush their teeth 

themselves, have them brush for two minutes twice a day. 
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QuiTTing smOKing TaKes cOurage, willPOwer, 

and—sometimes—help from a smoking-cessation medication.
medications can help curb cravings and ease withdrawal 

symptoms. although you’ll still have to put in work to quit, 
medications can make the process easier. using a medication 
to stop smoking more than doubles your chances of staying 
smoke-free. 

There are three main types of medications to help you stop 
smoking. Talk with your doctor about these options:

1
nicotine RePLaceMent theRaPy
you can find nicotine gums, lozenges, and patches over 
the counter at the pharmacy. nicotine inhalers and 
nasal sprays are also available with a prescription. 

These medications deliver a set amount of nicotine, the 
chemical that makes smoking addictive, to your body. This 
takes the edge off cravings and withdrawal, which helps you 
resist the urge to smoke. Over a few months, you can lower how 
much nicotine you take. 

even though you can buy many nicotine replacement prod-
ucts over the counter, it’s a good idea to talk with your doctor 
first. be sure to get a doctor’s OK if you are pregnant or have 
diabetes, heart disease, asthma, or high blood pressure.

2
BUPRoPion (ZyBan) 
The fda has approved bupropion, the active ingredi-
ent in the antidepressant zyban, to help people quit 
smoking. 

The prescription medication affects brain chemicals related 
to cravings. it helps relieve symptoms of nicotine withdrawal, 
such as anxiety and irritability.

The most common side effects are sleep problems and dry 
mouth. behavior changes, such as anger and depression, are also 
risks. Talk with your doctor about these potential side effects.

3
VaRenicLine (chantix) 
available by prescription, varenicline affects how  
the brain responds to nicotine. it helps reduce 
the pleasure that you get from smoking and eases 

withdrawal symptoms.
side effects include nausea, vomiting, gas, and behavior 

changes. The drug can also impact how alcohol affects you, so 
tell your doctor if you drink. 

smokers have the best chance of quitting when medications 
are combined with other tactics. counseling and smoking-
cessation programs can also help you put down the cigarettes for 
good. Talk with your doctor to develop your quit plan.

SmokefreeTXT
www.smokefree.gov/
smokefreetxt
If you need support to quit smok-

ing, sign up for Smokefree’s 

free text messaging service. 

This program is designed to 

help with smoking cessation by 

providing 24/7 encouragement 

and support to kick the habit. 

Once you’ve signed up, you will 

receive frequent text messages 

that provide you with inspira-

tion, advice, and tips on how to 

beat your cravings. To sign up, 

all you need to do is fill out a 

short questionnaire about your 

smoking habits and when you 

plan to quit. 

3sMoking-cessation Medications 

That Can Help You Quit
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iT’s One Thing TO be a fashiOn 

vicTim. but it’s another to let your taste 
in clothes affect your health. 

Though clothing-related health prob-
lems are rare, they do happen from time 
to time. here are a couple of things to 
keep in mind the next time you’re brows-
ing the racks for new attire.

tight Pants can Pinch yoUR 
neRVes
wearing your favorite pair of skinny jeans 
for a night out on the town isn’t going to 
send you to the hospital. but restrictive 
clothing can create some problems. 

Too much pressure on the nerves in 
your thighs can lead to a condition called 
meralgia paresthetica. it can cause:
•	 Pain
•	 Burning
•	 Numbness
•	 Muscle	aches
•	 Feelings	of	coldness

it can also cause a buzzing sensation that 
feels like your cellphone going off. so the 
next time you think your smartphone is 
acting up, it might just be your body tell-
ing you to wear looser jeans.

ceRtain MateRiaLs can caUse 
skin PRoBLeMs
in everyone’s closet is that one wool 
sweater that leads to scratching whenever 
it’s worn. for some people, though, certain 
clothing can cause more than an unfortu-
nate itch—it can cause contact dermatitis. 

signs of contact dermatitis include:
•	 Cracking	or	peeling	skin
•	 Dry,	scaly	rashes
•	 Itchy	bumps	or	blisters
•	 Redness	and	swelling
•	 Warm	skin	

wool, rubber, and latex are the biggest 
offenders, and they can be found in many 
articles of clothing, including:
•	 Bras
•	 Gloves

could What you Wear Be aFFecting 

Your Health?
•	 Pants
•	 Shirts
•	 Shoes
•	 Waistbands

clothing dye, fabric softener, and some 
laundry detergents can also trigger con-
tact dermatitis. if your clothes make  
you scratch, talk with your doctor.

high heeLs can Mess With  
MoRe than yoUR feet
slinky stilettos may be the “height” of 
fashion, but according to the american 
Osteopathic association, those extra 
inches can cause extra pain. up to one-
third of women have permanent prob-
lems from wearing high heels too much. 

foot pain is just the start. Over time, 
high heels can:
•	 Shorten	your	calf	and	back	muscles
•	 Lead	to	osteoarthritis	of	the	knee
•	 Pinch	your	nerves,	causing	sciatica

if you’re not ready to trade your manolo 
blahniks for chuck Taylors, try stretch-
ing your feet and calf muscles every day 
to avoid some of these unfashionable 
outcomes.

FOR FITNESS WALKING, SHOppING MALLS ARE AN ExCELLENT 
OpTION, notes the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. 

They’re climate-controlled, so you can do your workout whether it’s 

rainy, snowy, or hot and humid outside. There’s no worrying about 

traffic or tripping over sidewalk cracks. Security guards, cameras, and 

the presence of shoppers make them safer than many neighborhoods. 

They have benches for resting, water fountains for hydrating, restrooms 

for pit stops, and medical equipment for emergencies. Level surfaces 

make them good for new walkers, while multilevel malls provide stair-

climbing opportunities.

(health bit)
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DaDs UnDer PressUre:  

Juggling Work and Family
TODAY’s DADs share the  
joys of parenting with 
moms—and also its burdens.

A recent survey found  
about half of fathers with 
outside jobs say they find it 
difficult to balance work and 
family. That’s compared with 
56 percent of working moms.

Over time, this stress  
can increase the risk for 
depression. Dads who feel 
strained or sad may act  
differently toward kids  
and partners. some evidence  
suggests stressed-out or 
depressed parents even  
affect kids’ development.

pressure piles on DADs
What produces this pressure? 
Experts point to a few trends:
•	 Changing	social	norms.	
Today, most men aim to  
be loving, supportive part-
ners and parents instead of 
just breadwinners. Modern 
fatherhood may be more fair 
and fulfilling. But, it’s also 
more challenging. 

•	 Blending	families.  
stepparents also feel the 
strain. some men have several 
parental roles—they may have 
biological kids who don’t live 
with them, and stepchildren 
who do. One recent study 
suggests these dads feel the 
most stress of all.
•	 Career	challenges.	The 
recent recession left more 
men than women out of jobs. 
The resulting role changes 
and money problems can add 
to family tensions.
•	 Gender	differences. 
Men tend to express stress and 
depression differently than 
women. They may feel more 
emotions like anger instead 
of sadness, or withdraw from 
those they love the most.

tHe Help men neeD
Cultural ideas sometimes 
prevent men from addressing 
these concerns. They may not 
know they can feel better. Or 
they may think seeking help 
makes them weak. It doesn’t! 

To cope with life’s challenges, 
busy dads (and moms) can:
•	 Use	stress	stoppers. 
Keep a list of quick fixes to 
help defuse moments of anger 
or frustration. For example, 
count to 10, go for a walk,  
or take a few deep breaths.
•	 Work	it	out.	Physical 
activity relaxes tense muscles 
and eases anxious minds. Aim 
for about two and a half hours 
of exercise weekly.
•	 Plan	ahead.	At work or 
at home, use to-do lists and 
prioritize your time. Prepare 
yourself well for tough tasks, 
such as confrontations with 
the kids. Have a backup plan 
if things don’t go as expected. 

If you—or the man in your 
life—feel overwhelmed by 
family pressures, talk with  
a doctor or mental health  
professional. These experts 
can recommend other ways  
of coping. In some cases, 
medications or therapy can 
help fathers ease the strain. 

End your hospital stay 
the right way 
A recent study shows one in five older 

adults returns to the hospital a month 

after the original stay. To reduce this 

risk, here’s what to do before and 

shortly after leaving the hospital: 

KnoW	YoUr	MEdiCationS
Many readmissions are due to  

medication problems, according  

to the Journal of General Internal 
Medicine. Make sure you know:

•	 The	name	of	each	drug,	the	dose,	

and what it’s for

•	 When	and	how	to	take	it	(for	 

example, with or without food)

•	 What	to	do	if	you	miss	a	dose

•	 Common	side	effects

Write this information down and 

share it with your other doctors.

UndErStand	YoUr	PLan
Before you leave the hospital, your 

doctor will give you a discharge  

summary with the instructions to 

follow when you get home. Read it 

carefully. Ask questions if you don’t 

understand. Ask about symptoms  

or issues you should watch for.

onCE	YoU’rE	hoME
Fill any new prescriptions as soon as 

possible, and use the same pharmacy 

for all your meds. Share an updated 

medication list with your pharmacist 

to avoid dangerous interactions. Call 

your doctor if you have side effects or 

don’t feel a medication is working. 

Schedule follow-up medical  

appointments to help manage the 

condition that led to your hospital 

visit. Doing so can make you less 

likely to return due to an emergency. Information in this publication is the opinion of the authors. Personal decisions regarding health, finance, exercise, and other matters should be made after 
consultation with the reader’s professional advisors. All models used for illustrative purposes only. All editorial rights reserved. Developed by StayWell.


